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Why did California voters overwhelmingly approve adding an inalienable right to privacy to Article I, Section 1 of the California Constitution, how did that explicit constitutional privacy right come about, and what was it intended to do? An examination of the historical archives of both the California legislature and the ACLU of Northern California, which do not appear to have ever been extensively explored for answering these particular questions, reveal that the California constitutional privacy – both its origins and purpose – are deeply rooted in intersectional social justice and integrated legal advocacy.

The California constitutional right to privacy, the first in the nation, was drafted and passed in 1972. It was a time when many Californians had developed a very personal and visceral understanding about how the government and private actors could weaponize information about their private life and take advantage of new technology to attack and undermine social movements, protect the status quo and further expand government and corporate power, and criminalize gender, sexuality, and reproductive care.

California Constitutional Privacy Was Animated by the Fight for Racial Justice, Gender Justice, and other Important Social Movements at the Dawn of the Modern Digital Age

Lawyers and activists had been working for many years to blow the whistle on the Law Enforcement Intelligence Unit (LEIU), a clandestine nationwide network of police intelligence units operating and using surveillance to try to undermine the Black Liberation Movement and other racial justice movements. The public had recently learned about widespread wiretapping and other electronic surveillance of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and other civil rights leaders.

The United States Supreme Court had decided both Berger v. New York and Katz v. United States in 1967, holding that Fourth Amendment protection against unreasonable search and seizure extends to the interception of communications. While the federal omnibus crime bill of 1968 legally authorized wiretapping for use by federal law enforcement, activists were successfully fighting California legislative efforts to extend wiretapping powers to local and state law enforcement.

Movements for gender, sexuality, and reproductive justice were at a critical juncture. The United States Supreme Court had decided Griswold v. Connecticut in 1965, striking down the state’s anti-contraceptive statute on grounds that it violated a couple’s right to privacy. The Supreme Court later refined the right to privacy and to “be let alone” in Stanley v. Georgia in
1969, holding that it was unconstitutional to criminalize private possession of obscene material.\(^7\) Writing for the majority, Justice Thurgood Marshall made it clear that the rights to receive information and to personal privacy were fundamental to a free society.\(^8\) Activist energy was also in full swing to enact the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), which had been passed by Congress in 1972 and sent to the individual states for ratification.\(^9\)

It was also a significant inflection point for computerization and the exponential growth of technology. In 1969, ARPANET, the precursor to the Internet, delivered its first message from one computer to another – from a research lab at UCLA to a computer at Stanford.\(^10\) The first mobile phones were also in development, with the first mobile phone call being made by April 1973.\(^11\) The public was starting to understand the potential implications of computerization and corporate information collection and misuse on society and our personal lives.\(^12\)

**California Constitutional Privacy was Elegantly Drafted as a High Impact Strategy Within a Broader Integrated Advocacy Vision**

In the spring of 1972, Assembly Constitutional Amendment 51 (ACA 51) was introduced in the California legislature and was an important component of a novel integrated legal advocacy strategy to support social movements and expand rights and protections of Californians in the modern digital world.\(^13\) It was elegant and efficient, too, bolstering an emerging framework for social change with just a few words, by adding “and privacy” to the inalienable rights in Article I, Section 1 of the California Constitution and changing the word, “men,” to “people.”

Its author, Assemblymember Kenneth Cory,\(^14\) explained what animated the introduction of the constitutional amendment in his letter to the legislative file. He presciently discussed the rising surveillance ecosystem and the threats of surveillance capitalism, writing that “[i]n the face of a cybernetics revolution and the increasingly pervasive amount of information being compiled, it would be highly desirable that our constitution state in clear terms that each person has a fundamental right to privacy…” The constitutional amendment would create a positive, inalienable right to privacy and “put the State and private firms on notice that the people have this fundamental right and it can only be abridged when the public concern is an overriding concern, such as in court-ordered wiretapping.”\(^15\)

Legislative testimony prepared in support of ACA 51 by Mary Dunlap, a 1971 Berkeley Law graduate and co-founder of the San Francisco-based legal organization Equal Rights Advocates in 1973, highlighted the importance of the constitutional right to privacy for gender, sexuality, and reproductive justice. She also fervently discussed how crucial it was to change the term, “men” to “persons,” and ensure that fundamental rights in law and practice are extended to all people.\(^16\)

The staff report of the Assembly Constitutional Committee on ACA 51 further examined the purpose, reach and goals of the constitutional amendment, explaining that “with the technological revolution,” that the Fourth Amendment and other federal constitutional protections “do not offer sufficient protection…” and we must “develop new safeguards to
meet the new dangers.” The constitutional right would create a distinct, positive, and expansive right to both pursue and obtain privacy. It would chart a new path that did not rely on the case law that so far defined the right solely by prohibiting certain wrongs like unlawful search and seizure, telephone tapping, and unfair credit reporting, and was a formulation of privacy that was not clear “who is protected and from what.”

**California Constitutional Privacy Was Passed with Organized Political Power and Clear Goals**

The legislative archives also reveal both the diversity of support for this effort as well as the significant opposition that it had to combat fifty years ago from powerful forces like government agencies and corporate lobbying interests. Many of the arguments against the constitutional right are the same types of arguments that privacy efforts still regularly face today. Memos from the legislative counsel and support letters in the summer of 1972 reveal that its author was battling opposition arguments from law enforcement that unsuccessfully tried to claim that the effort would undermine policing, from the Department of Motor Vehicles unsuccessfully questioning whether it would affect the “public records” status of automobile registration information, and “pressures from those businesses that can profit from the various invasions of privacy...”

Despite these forces in opposition, Assemblymember Cory succeeded in obtaining a two-thirds majority vote for ACA 51 in both houses of the California legislature. It moved to the next step in the constitutional amendment process and was put on the November 1972 ballot as Proposition 11.

The ballot argument in favor of the Privacy Initiative was officially authored by Assemblymember Cory and State Senate Majority Leader George Moscone. With urgency and precision, it explains its objectives, purpose and scope.

"The proliferation of government snooping and data collecting is threatening to destroy our traditional freedoms. Government agencies seem to be competing to compile the most extensive sets of dossiers of American citizens. Computerization of records makes it possible to create ‘cradle-to-grave’ profiles of every American. At present there are no effective restraints on the information activities of government and business. This amendment creates a legal and enforceable right of privacy for every Californian."

(emphasis in original)

The argument in favor continues:

"The right of privacy is the right to be left alone. It is a fundamental and compelling interest. It protects our homes, our families, our thoughts, our emotions, our expressions, our personalities, our freedom of communion and our freedom to associate with the people we choose. It prevents government and business interests from collecting and stockpiling unnecessary information about us and from misusing
information gathered for one purpose in order to serve other purposes or to embarrass us.

"Fundamental to our privacy is the ability to control circulation of personal information. [emphasis in original.] This is essential to social relationships and personal freedom. The proliferation of government and business records over which we have no control limits our ability to control our personal lives..."

The argument continues: "The right of privacy is an important American heritage and essential to the fundamental rights guaranteed by the First, Third, Fourth, Fifth and Ninth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution. This right should be abridged only when there is a compelling public need..."

The argument concludes by stating that “ACA 51 also guarantees the right of privacy and our other constitutional freedoms extend to all persons by amending Article I and substituting the term “people” for “men.” There should be no ambiguity about whether our constitutional freedoms are for every man, woman, and child in this state.” (emphasis in original) 24

The ACLU of Northern California strongly supported the constitutional right to privacy, both through the legislative process and as a ballot measure. In the September 1972 ACLU News, the organization powerfully explained how the growth of technology has reduced the friction that had been operationally protecting privacy, the importance of enacting the constitutional right with a scope covering both government and companies, and urged its adoption.25

Proposition 11 was passed by the California voters in 1972 by a substantial majority, 62.9% of the vote.26 With its passage, California became the first constitution in the nation – either federal or state – to include an explicit right to privacy.

The constitutional amendment was drafted and passed to set a clear legal trajectory for the courts: that the right to “pursue and obtain privacy” was an inalienable and legally enforceable right and that it applied to both government and private parties and should only be abridged when public concern is an overriding concern and there is a compelling public need. It enacted a modern right to privacy that understood and was specifically intended to address and robustly limit how technological advances and the surveillance ecosystem of both business and government actions could invade our private lives and undermine our fundamental rights.27 It also unequivocally ensured that privacy—and all other inalienable rights in California—applied to all people.

But the archives also illuminate that its passage was also strategically intended to have a much broader integrated advocacy effect. That in addition to what it communicated to the courts, it would serve to educate and mobilize the public and help support additional change in the legislature and other arenas. As the Staff Report of the Assembly Committee on ACA 51 posited, “[w]ith the right of privacy explicitly written into the Constitution, it will itself become the basis for an expansion of constitutional protections.”28 This staff report also highlighted, “the major
contribution of this amendment is to make the public aware that its freedoms are being slowly eroded, that this trend must be reversed. Passage of Proposition 11 will serve notice on the Legislature and the Courts that the public will not permit the continual abrogation of their rights. The right to privacy must be clearly spelled out and must be firmly adhered to.”

California Constitutional Privacy Has Supported Significant Change

The passage of the constitutional right to privacy is an early example in the technology and civil liberties space of integrated advocacy in action – an approach that attorneys and other staff at the ACLU of Northern California have expanded and refined in recent decades. With integrated advocacy, organizations and activists utilize an approach to powering social change that considers and strategically leverages all available strategies, both within and outside of formal lawmaking arenas, to both build momentum and better support long-term social change.

The passage of the California constitutional right to privacy has had a very significant impact across legal and policy arenas. It sent an unambiguous message to the legislature that the people demanded privacy and spurred political action to pass dozens of cutting-edge state privacy laws in both the government surveillance and consumer privacy contexts. The laws helped operationalize the inalienable right to privacy by statutorily providing more control over personal information and prohibiting privacy intrusions, rather than requiring Californians to go to court for redress after they have already suffered a privacy invasion.

This legacy includes laws like the landmark California Electronic Communications Privacy Act (CalECPA), which requires a warrant for government demands for electronic information or to search an electronic device, and the California Reader Privacy Act, which requires that government and civil litigants demonstrate a compelling interest in obtaining reader records and show that the information contained in those records cannot be obtained by less intrusive means. The constitutional right also undergirds numerous privacy laws that protect against the use of surveillance technology, including face surveillance and automatic license plate readers.

California has also been the national leader in enacting important consumer privacy laws, including the first laws to require businesses to provide people with privacy policies and data-breach notifications as well as provide a statutory right to know about and delete personal information being collected about them. Today, these laws protect the privacy and civil rights of people in California and far beyond its state borders because of the diffuse nature of the internet and modern technology. The constitutional right to privacy has also been an important lever for successfully pushing California-based technology companies like Facebook and Twitter to have corporate policies that protect against surveillance for people in this state and around the world.

California Constitutional Privacy at 50 Has Not Yet Achieved Its Full Promise
Though there have been many successes in the past fifty years, the challenges to translate our inalienable privacy rights into practice have also been formidable. Police and other government agencies and businesses have consistently tried to violate rights and undermine the proper scope and reach of the California constitutional right to privacy. The California Supreme Court issued strong early rulings like *White v. Davis* in 1975, finding that police surveillance and data gathering activities on a UCLA professor constituted a prima facie violation of the state constitutional right of privacy. But the Supreme Court has also showed an unfortunate tentativeness to fully enforce the reach of the constitutional right and erected regrettable roadblocks to actually obtaining our right to privacy in cases like *Hill v. NCAA*.

But Californians understand what is at stake and strongly support privacy rights, with voters expressing overwhelming support for increased privacy protections both related to government surveillance and company practices. More than 56% of California voters also supported the passage of Proposition 24 in 2020, and earlier polling on consumer privacy suggests that more Californians might have supported it had it provided stronger privacy protections.

What was prescient in 1972 is now reality. There has been a dramatic rise in the reach of technology and most of us are living digital lives. Ninety-three percent (93%) of adults use the Internet and ninety-seven percent (97%) own a mobile phone. There has also been a commensurate growth in the financial and political power of technology companies. Big Tech uses this power and money to actively litigate against privacy claims, undermine the ability to use the courts for redress, and to influence legislation to stop strong privacy laws or pass weak laws that protect its bottom line and do not actually protect rights. Right now, Big Tech has also been working behind the scenes to try to pass a weak federal privacy law that could preempt and erase both California privacy laws and threaten the reach of the California constitutional right to privacy.

**Now is the Time to Make the Constitutional Right to Privacy Meet the Moment and Work for the People**

Movements for racial justice, gender and reproductive justice, and other civil rights are more critical today than ever in the aftermath of the Supreme Court decision in *Dobbs* and many states actively attacking reproductive and LGBTQ rights. It is also evident that the trajectory of justice movements and our lives is increasingly shaped by the way technology is built and used by the government and business. The California constitutional right to privacy, a modern, inalienable right forged from movements for intersectional justice and passed to protect our fundamental rights in the modern digital age, must now rise to the challenge of the times and be made to really work for the people.

The 50th year of the California constitutional right to privacy and this Berkeley Law symposium is an important moment to reflect and think about what California constitutional privacy was intended to be and how it can and must now do more to promote intersectional justice in the digital age. We are fortunate that so many committed lawyers, political leaders, and activists...
came together fifty years ago to make the California constitutional right to privacy a legal reality. Now we must rededicate ourselves to also making it a lived reality.
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Justice Stanley Mosk, who had been a Justice at the time of the White v. Davis decision and was one of the remaining Associate Justices still on the court authored a powerful dissent in *Hill v. NCAA*. “I dissent. Article 1, section 1 of the California Constitution declares a right of privacy. Its pronouncement is express. Nothing is left to implication. "All people" have an "inalienable right[]" to "pursu[e] and obtain[]" "privacy." Before proceeding a sentence further, we must make one point pellucidly clear. This is not a case about the "policy" this court may think it best to formulate and implement with regard to privacy. Rather, it is a case about the California Constitution and the role of the judiciary within the order it establishes. The majority all but abrogate the right of privacy...Regrettably, in this case the majority have not so conducted themselves with regard to the people's constitutional policy declaring a right of privacy.” *Hill v. Nat'l Collegiate Athletic Assn.*, 7 Cal. 4th 1, 73-74 (1994).
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In 2023, Big Tech companies like Alphabet, Microsoft and Apple are now all ranked by Forbes in the top ten of the largest companies in the world in terms of sales, profits, assets and market value. Forbes, Global 2000 (Jun. 8, 2023), https://www.forbes.com/lists/global2000/?sh=12e9eefd5ac0.


